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Australia, the Comfort Duo range of chairs utilise Dual
Density/Dual Hardness moulded foams with split seat (back section 15%
softer than front). The spine is encouraged to maintain an upright
position allowing the user to sit correctly.
Standard features on the Rexa Plus: "Comfort Duo" include 3 Lever
heavy duty ratchet mechanism (3.5mm Steel), ACMA Moulded foam,
options include black adjustable arms and alloy 5-star base.

Rexa Plus: "Comfort Duo"

The Rexa Plus "Comfort Duo" provides exceptional comfort and
ergonomic support for the user. Endorsed by Gordon Hepburn*
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"The Comfort Duo is incredibly well designed. The moment I sat on it, the support and comfort embraced my postural and
ergonomic needs. The ability to then adjust this chair to fully meet my individual needs assured me that this chair was going
to assist my body in the working environment.
With a firm pad at the front and a softer pad at the back the chair helped me to naturally adopt an excellent postural position.
The waterfall front reduced pressure on my legs which would definitely encourage good blood flow in the lower limbs. Having
excellent lumbar support with adjustable height also assisted to maintain a healthy posture. This in turn would help prevent
extra stress on the neck and shoulders.
As an Exercise Physiologist, specialising in posture and rehabilitation, I see many office workers with back complaints. The
cause is not usually acute trauma incidents, but chronic (long term) poor postural habits. Having visited many work stations
over the years, it is evident that companies rarely invest their money in one of the most important areas, their employee’s
ability to sit comfortably and therefore help produce a good return on investment."
* Duel Density/Duel
Hardness
*Back is 15% softer
than front

Endorsed by Gordon Hepburn, Bachelor of Nursing, Bachelor of Applied Science (Human Movements) and an Advanced
Diploma in Acupuncture, has worked in the rehabilitation and injury health field for over 20 yrs. This experience has enabled
him to work with corporate identities, resolving postural issues, and sports teams such as the Australian Swimming Team,
Australian Rugby Union, QLD Rugby Union, Brisbane Bullets, and South QLD Crushers.

Product Code

Description

Specifications

RXPDH

Rexa Plus Comfort Duo, Split St High bk 3lv ratch HDMech

Maximum user weight:

RXPDHAD

Rexa Plus Comfort Duo, Split St High bk 3lv ratch HDMech +adjust. arms

RXPDM

Rexa Plus Comfort Duo, Split St Medium bk 3lv ratch HDMech

RXPDMAD

Rexa Plus Comfort Duo, Split St Medium bk 3lv ratc HDMech +adjust arms

135kg

Seat height (min - max):
- Std Gaslift
450mm - 590mm
- Drafting Gaslift
610mm - 860mm
Back (width x height):
- Medium back
400mm x 410mm
- High back
400mm x 500mm
Seat (width x depth):
- Std Seat
480mm x 460mm
- Large Seat
510mm x 490mm

NOTE: Compressed Seat Height of 420mm
as per AFRDI and Australian Standards.
Seat slide option adds approx. 30mm to
seat height

Standard Options: Polished Alloy Base (Op5BsALL); Seat Slide (OpStSld); Large Seat (OpStLg); Friction Soft Tyre Castors
(OpCstFRC)
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The Environment
The following table shows the 'end-of-life' properties of the chair.

End of Life
This product has a full product stewardship programme for recycling at 5 locations- Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth.
Foams are crumbed and become carpet underlay
Steel components are melted down for re-use
Alloy is recycled
All plastic and nylon parts are sorted into resin codes (eg. PP05 or PPK20) for recycling
Chair Solutions does not just talk about social responsibility and reducing our environmental impact, we DO something about
it. Simple really.

